
Our Endurance® laser engraved are 

bespoke to your exact requirements. 

We can produce them with whatever 

information is required, in one or more 

lines and with different font styles/sizes 

(even on the same label.) 

There are 2 thicknesses available; 0.5mm 

and 1.6mm in a range of colour options 

depending on thickness.

Factory produced to your exact 

requirements. 

TECHNICAL DATA            

Material:                             Acrylic

Adhesive:                           High-tack Acrylic   

dhesive                              Adhesive

Temperature                                     

Tolerance:                         70°C

RoHS Compliant

                                          

Silver Fox Endurance® laser engraved labels are made from high quality acrylic with a 

self-adhesive backing. Screw holes can be added if required.
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Disclaimer: The information contained in this datasheet is based on data we believe to be reliable and is given for 

information only and without guarantee and does not constitute a warranty. We are not able to anticipate every set 

of conditions, so always suggest that users should also satisfy themselves as to the suitability of our products for their 

particular environment and application and not make any assumptions based on information in this data sheet that is 

included or omitted. This datasheet supersedes any previous information/datasheet released and is subject to change 

without notice. E&OE.

Test Method

Low Temperature MIL-STD-810F Method 502.4 - 72 hrs @ -40°C

Elevated Temperature* MIL-STD-202G Method 108A - 1000 hrs @ 70°C 

H2S Sour Gas Exposure (2% H2S)

UV Weathering ISO 4982 Part 3 Method A Cycle 1 - 8000 hrs

Salt Mist Spray IEC60068-2-52 Test Kb Salt Mist (Cyclic)

TESTING

For more information and to discuss your needs please contact our sales team on: +44 (0) 1707 37 37 27 or email 
sales@silverfox.co.uk  |  www.silverfox.co.uk  |  support@silverfox.co.uk 


